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DESCRIPTION

RATING

Bluray

BLURAY B SIMPSO
ORENTH OJ

BLURAY BOONDO

BLURAY GREEN
BLURAY HUNTSM
WINTER

O.J.

O. J. Simpson.

An essential examination of the rise and fall of Orenthal James Simpson, and parallels
between his incredible story with that of race in America. This critically-acclaimed
documentary series reveals how he first became a football star, why America fell in love with
him off the field, what happened in the trial for his ex-wife's murder, and finally, why he is
now sitting in jail for another crime 20 years later.

FBI agent Paul Smecker is on the trail of two vigilante brothers whose spiritual sense of right
and wrong has turned Boston's streets red with blood. The victims: villains and mob bosses
Willem Dafoe,
whom the authorities have been powerless to stop. Now, Smecker finds himself torn
The Boondock saints Sean Patrick
between whether he should catch the killers ... or join them.
A young punk band on the road looks to earn enough money to get back home and gets an
invitation to play at an isolated backwoods Oregon club. The gig turns sinister when the band
Patrick Stewart,
accidentally witness a crime and discover that the club is run by neo-Nazis. Now trapped
Green room
Anton Yelchin
R backstage, they must figure a way out or die.
As a war between rival queen sisters Ravenna and Freya escalates, Eric and fellow warrior
Chris Hemsworth,
Sara, members of the Huntsmen army raised to protect Freya, try to conceal their forbidden
The huntsman
Charlize Theron
PG-13 love as they combat Ravenna's wicked intentions.

BLURAY JUNGLE
2016

The jungle book

Neel Sethi, Bill
Murray

BLURAY MISCON

Misconduct

Josh Duhamel,
Alice Eve

BLURAY NOW 2

Now you see me 2

Jesse Eisenberg,
Mark Ruffalo

Mowgli finds he is no longer welcome in the jungle when fearsome tiger Shere Khan
promises to eliminate him. Mowgli embarks on a captivating journey of self discovery,
PG-13 guided by panther turned stern mentor Bagheera, and the free spirited bear Baloo.
When an ambitious young lawyer takes on a big case against a powerful and ruthless
executive of a large pharmaceutical company, he soon finds himself involved in a case of
R blackmail and corruption.
One year after outwitting the FBI and winning the public's adulation with their Robin Hoodstyle magic spectacles, The Four Horsemen resurface for a comeback performance in hopes
PG-13 of exposing the unethical practices of a tech magnate.

British TV Series
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DVD BLANDI SEASON
2
Blandings.

Timothy Spall,
Jennifer Saunders

Find the dysfunctional inhabitants of Blandings Castle caught up in more uproarious
adventures, from dodging an insane asylum to thwarting a most unseemly memoir.

DVD DCI SEASON 3-4 DCI Banks.

Stephen
Tompkinson,
Andrea Lowe

Will Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks and Detective Sergeant Annie Cabbott ever get
their relationship together? Or will three wrenching crimes and the investigation of
Detective Investigator Helen Morton keep them forever out of sync?

DVD INSPEC SEASON
8
Inspector Lewis.

Kevin Whately,
Laurence Fox

Oxford's favorite detectives Lewis and Hathaway return for the eighth and final series of the
hit series. Investigating the city's most complex and intriguing crimes, Lewis clashes with the
new Chief Superintendent, who questions his traditional approach. Will Lewis decide to call
time on his policing career? Meanwhile, Hathaway is forced to confront his past.

DVD JANE

Jane Eyre

Timothy Dalton,
Zelah Clarke.

DVD MIDSOM
SEASON 18

Neil Dudgeon,
Midsomer murders. Gwilym Lee

DVD ORPHAN
SEASON 4

Orphan black.

DVD OUR

Our mutual friend

Tatiana Maslany,
Jordan Gavaris
Paul McGann,
Keeley Hawes

DVD SCOTT SEASON
1-2
Scott and Bailey.

Suranne Jones,
Lesley Sharp

DVD AVENGE 67, vol
8
The avengers '67

Patrick Macnee,
Diana Rigg

Young governess Jane Eyre encounters mysterious circumstances at the English country
estate where she is employed, with Mr. Rochester, her troubled employer.
Bucolic settings harbor macabre crimes and eccentric characters that are no match for DCI
John Barnaby and his assistant, DS Charlie Nelson. When the corpse of an elderly man
disappears from his deathbed, Barnaby and Nelson find themselves on the hunt for a serial
body-snatcher.
A mysterious new clone appears this season, linking the current season to the past. Felix is
having feelings of separation and loss because of the big revelation that Sarah is actually
related to S, while Felix isn't.
A tale of two turbulent love affairs plays out amidst a tangled web of wealth, corruption,
PG passion and betrayal in 1860s London.
Scott & Bailey is a thrilling investigative drama series exploring the personal and professional
lives of two female detectives. Thrown together in the toughest of murder cases, they have
become the best of friends, ready to support each other both in and away from the incident
room.
The Living dead: A haunted chapel provides the first clue to an underground (literally!) effort
to conquer all of Britain. The correct way to kill: Steed changes partners-- and Emma joins
the enemy. The hidden tiger: The Avengers attempt to track down a tiger and avert a catastrophe.
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DVD IRISH

The Irish R. M.

Peter Bowles,
Beryl Reid

DVD FRENCH
SEASON 1

Un village francais
(French with
subtitles)

Robin Renucci,
Audrey Fleurot

DVD VICIOU SEASON
1-2
Vicious.

Ian McKellen,
Derek Jacobi

DESCRIPTION

RATING

Major Sinclair
BlurayYeates is a retired English army officer who becomes a Resident Magistrate in
pre-independence West Ireland. Surrounded by the community's eccentric inhabitants,
Major Yeates struggles to apply judicial logic in a country where •
the inevitable never
happens, but the improbable frequently does.
The blockbuster French drama, chronicles the impact of World War II on a small village in
central France. The German occupation changes the life of the village of Villeneuve forever,
and as its residents come under the pressures of war, they make choices that are inspiring
and heartbreaking. In this gripping drama, ordinary citizens become patriots, traitors, Nazi
employees or activists.
Tells the comedic story of aging partners Freddie and Stuart, two men who have lived
together in their Covent Garden flat for nearly 50 years. Freddie was a budding actor and
Stuart worked in a bar when they first met, but their careers are pretty much over and their
lives now consist of entertaining their frequent guests, making sure that their aged dog
TV-PG Balthazar is still breathing, and hurling caustic insults at each other.

American TV Series
DVD CSI SEASON 1 4

CSI

William Petersen,
Marg
Helgenberger

DVD NCIS SEASON 12 NCIS.

Anson Mount,
Colm Meaney
Mark Harmon,
Rocky Carroll

DVD NUMBER
SEASON 1, 3

Rob Morrow,
David Krumholtz

DVD HELL SEASON 5 Hell on wheels.

Numb3rs.

Contains the 23 first-run episodes of the entire first season of CSI. Witness how the evidence
of crime can see the truth.
The rough railroad townof Truckee, California teems with thousands of Chinese workers,
foreign in language, culture and traditions. Cullen Bohannon leads the Herculean effort to
tunnel through the Sierra Nevada Mountains, sometimes achieving only inches a day in the
TV-14 race to complete the first Transcontinental Railroad.
Fielding cases from local cyber-terrorists to international pirates and elusive serial killers, the
NCIS team keeps adventure in the line of fire.
Don Eppes is an FBI agent who recruits his mathematically gifted brother Charlie to help the
Bureau solve a wide range of challenging crimes in Los Angeles, thus tackling the most
baffling criminal cases from two very distinctive perspectives.
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DVD CHISHO
DVD MIDDLE
SEASON 1-2

The Chisholms
The middle.

Robert Preston,
Rosemary Harris.
Patricia Heaton,
Neil Flynn

DVD TOUR SEASON 13
Tour of duty.

Terrence Knox,
Stephen Caffrey

DVD WEEDS SEASON
1
Weeds.

Mary-Louise
Parker, Kevin
Nealon

Swindled out of their Virginia property, the Chisholm family, led by patriarch Hadley and his
wife Minerva, make the trek westward in order to build a new life for themselves in the
Oregon Territory. Along the trail the Chisholm clan encounters challenges that threaten not
only their safety, but the very fabric of their familial bonds.
The daily mishaps of a harried woman and her semi-dysfunctional family and their attempt
to survive life in general in the city of Orson, Indiana.
The TV series about the Vietnam War focuses on a single platoon of young U.S. soldiers. Full
of thrilling combat action, this show portrays the dramatic human side of the war. In this
second season, the fresh-faced recruits are becoming battle-weary fighters whose personal
battles are just beginning amidst the daily grind of warfare.
After her husband's unexpected death, suburban mom Nancy Botwin embraces a new
profession: the neighborhood pot dealer. As it seems like everyone secretly wants what she's
selling, even city councilman Doug Wilson, Nancy is faced with keeping her family life in
TV-MA. check and her enterprise a secret.

Foreign Films

DVD SAMOUR

Le Samourai

Alain Delon,
Francois Perier

A hired killer in a state of virtual living death goes about his business in a muted Paris, a city
of shadows, only to fatally admit emotion (the love of a woman) into his life. His actions are
analogous to hara-kiri committed by the solitary samurai. Melville takes the mythology of
the gangster and removes all overt social comment in favour of romantic stylisation. Melville
commented that his intention was to show the mental disorder of a man who unmistakably
had a tendency to schizophrenia.

Feature Films

DVD ROYAL

A royal night out

Sarah Gadon, Bel
Powley

Inspired by true events, this charming romantic comedy recounts the glorious celebration of
the end of World War II in Europe and the singular evening when Princess Elizabeth and
Princess Margaret leave the confines of Buckingham Palace to join the festivities, while
PG-13 giving their chaperones the slip.
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DVD APOCAL

DVD ARTHUR

Apocalypto

Arthur

Rudy Youngblood,
Dalia Hernandez

Dudley Moore,
Liza Minnelli

DVD AUSTEN

Austenland

DVD BEHIND

Behind the mask

Keri Russell, Jane
Seymour
Donald
Sutherland,
Matthew Fox

DVD HALLMA
CONFES

Beverly Lewis' The
confession

Katie Leclerc,
Cameron Deane
Stewart

DVD
CHRIST/HOLIDAY

Christmas miracle at David Carradine,
Sage Creek
Wes Studi

DVD DOC

Doc Hollywood

Michael J. Fox,
Julie Warner

R

As the Mayan kingdom faces its decline, the rulers insist the key to prosperity is to build
more temples and offer human sacrifices. Jaguar Paw is a young man who is captured for
sacrifice, but flees to avoid his fate. He is taken on a perilous journey to a world that is ruled
by fear and oppression, where a harrowing end awaits him. Through a twist of fate and
spurred by the power of his love for his woman and his family he will make a desperate
break to return home and to ultimately save his way of life.

Arthur Bach is very, very rich, and he's next in line for a 750 million dollar inheritance. He
stands to lose his inheritance--and a life in the lush style to which he is accustomed--if he
doesn't marry the most boring blonde on Long Island within thirty days. Unfortunately,
PG Arthur has just discovered the girl of his dreams.
Jane Hayes's adoration of all things Jane Austen is complicating her love life. Determined to
be the heroine of her own story, Jane spends her life savings on a trip to Austenland, an
eccentric Austen-inspired resort, where she meets two very different gentlemen, but has a
PG-13 difficult time determining where fantasy ends and real life, and maybe even love, begins.
Tells the story of Dr. Robert Shushan, an overworked clinic director and absent father to his
son, Brian. After suffering a heart attack, his life is saved by a patient. An unlikely hero is
made and a friendship is born that proves to be life-altering.
Raised by an Amish family, Katie Lapp starts a quest to find her birth-mother, Laura MayfieldBennett. Along the way, two very different men try to help her overcome a devious scheme
PG to steal her rightful inheritance and divide her heart between two worlds.
With a history of feuding, the Franklin and Red Eagle families are well-known rivals in the
lawless Western frontier. When disaster strikes, these two families will be forced to confront
PG their many differences as lives hang in the balance.
Ben Stone is a brash, newly-minted MD whose cruise toward the medical fast lane of a
Beverly Hills plastic surgery practice takes a small-town detour. He ends up in Grady, South
Carolina, Squash Capital of the South and home of salt-of-the-earth folks who know it's
PG-13 better to follow your heart than your wallet.
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DVD GODS 2

DVD GOOD

DVD GOTHIK
DVD HISTOR

DVD HOSTAG

TITLE

CAST

Forgetting Sarah
Marshall

Jason Segel,
Kristen Bell

God's not dead 2

Melissa Joan Hart,
Jesse Metcalfe

Good luck Chuck

Dane Cook, Dan
Fogler, Jessica
Alba.

Halle Berry, Robert
Downey, Jr.
Mel Brooks, Dom
History of the world. DeLuise
Gothika

Hostage

Bruce Willis, Kevin
Pollak

RATING

DESCRIPTION

Peter has
his heart broken by Sarah Marshall, his girlfriend of five years. Sarah is an actress
Bluray
on a television crime series. After breaking up with Peter, she moves on with her life. Peter
tries to put her out of his mind, he goes to Hawaii. Unfortunately, Peter winds up in the
R same hotes as Sarah and her new boyfriend.
A Christian teacher is forced before a judge for honestly answering a question about Jesus in
the classroom. With the principal and superintendent joining forces with a zealous civil
liberties group, Grace faces an epic court case that could cost her the career she loves and
PG expel God from the classroom.
It all started when Charlie Logan was ten years old. Breaking the cardinal rules of spin-thebottle, Charlie refused to lip-lock with a demented Goth girl. She puts a hex on Charlie. Now,
twenty-five years later, Charlie is a successful dentist and still, well, cursed. He discovers that
every woman he's ever slept with has found true love - with the next guy after him. But,
Adult when Charlie meets Cam, he knows he has to find a way to break his good-luck curse.

R

Dr. Miranda Grey is a clinical psychologist who works alongside her husband, Doug, in the
mental ward of a top security prison, where Miranda has been devoting much of her
attention to a clever but deeply disturbed murderer named Chloe. One night, Miranda has a
hideous nightmare in which a chance meeting with a strange young girl. Once she wakes,
however, Miranda discovers that the real horror has just begun.

R

A humorous look at the ages of man. Includes eras through the French Revolution.

R

When ex-LAPD officer Jeff Talley became chief of police in a sleepy town, he thought he'd
left behind the traumas of his career as a big city hostage negotiator. But when a random
crime escalates into a deadly standoff, Talley finds himself thrust into a situation far more
volatile and terrifying than anything he could ever imagine.
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DVD I

I smile back

DVD ICE

Ice castles

DVD INDEPE

Independence day

DVD JAY

Jay and Silent Bob
strike back

Sarah Silverman,
Josh Charles
Lynn-Holly
Johnson, Robby
Benson

R

Laney is an attractive, intelligent suburban wife and devoted mother of two adorable
children. She has the perfect husband and the kids, a pristine house, and a shiny SUV.
However, just beneath the facade lie depression and disillusionment that send her careening
into a secret world of reckless compulsion. Only very real danger will force her to face the
painful root of her destructiveness.

PG A young figure skater is blinded in a tragic accident.
Hostile aliens attack Earth as the 4th of July weekend approaches. The crew to save Earth is
Jeff Goldblum, Will
led by the President, a Marine pilot, and a computer scientist. Includes a sneak peek at The
Smith
PG-13 Day After Tomorrow.

Jason Mewes,
Kevin Smith

DVD LARS

Ryan Gosling,
Lars and the real girl Emily Mortimer

DVD LEARNI

Learning to drive

DVD LETHAL

Lethal weapon

Patricia Clarkson,
Ben Kingsley
Mel Gibson, Danny
Glover

R

Quick-Stop potheads Jay and Silent Bob wreak vengeance on Hollywood, where Miramax is
making a Bluntman & Chronic feature film inspired by the comic book version of the guys,
but without their permission. En route from Jersey to Hollywood, the guys encounter sexy
jewel thieves, a precocious orangutan, a dimwit wildlife marshal, and a nonstop parade of injokes and splendid celebrity cameos.

Lars is a sweet but shy guy who has a hard time talking with his family, coworkers, and
neighbors. Although his family fears the worst when Lars brings home a life-sized companion
doll who he thinks is a real girlfriend, named Bianca, a doctor encourages them to play along
with him so that he can work through his delusions. The whole community rallies to his
support, and Lars begins to deal with all of his emotions. He even begins to develop feelings
PG-13 for Margo, an attractive co-worker, in what becomes a hilariously unique love triangle.

R

A feel-good, coming of (middle) age comedy about a mismatched pair who helps each other
overcome life's road blocks.
All four Lethal Weapon films. Film series about two Los Angeles police detectives.
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DVD LOVE

DVD MAD

DVD MIRROR

DVD MONEY

DVD NIGHTS

DVD NOW 2

The beautiful widow Susan Vernon has come to the estate of her in-laws to wait out colorful
rumors about her dalliances circulating through polite society. Whilst there, she decides to
PG secure a husband for herself and her rather reluctant debutante daughter, Frederica.

Love & friendship

Kate Beckinsale,
Chloe Sevigny

Mad money

Bridget is a stay-at-home wife whose life as she knows it ends when her husband loses his
cushy, high-paying job. Her college degree in literature does not help her find a substantial
job, so she accepts a janitorial position at the Federal Reserve. There, she meets Nina and
Jackie, who could use some spare scratch as well. Suddenly, it dawns on Bridget that the
Diane Keaton, Ted
bank has plenty of what they need - money. The plan is to take the old bills that are headed
Danson
PG-13 for the shredder and recycle them back into the economy by spending it.

Mirrors

Money monster

Kiefer Sutherland,
Paula Patton

George Clooney,
Julia Roberts

Nights in Rodanthe

Diane Lane,
Richard Gere

Now you see me 2

Jesse Eisenberg,
Mark Ruffalo

R

Attempting to pick up the shattered pieces of his life, a disgraced former cop takes a routine
job guarding the charred ruins of a once-famous department store. But the terrifying images
he sees in the store's ornate mirrors will send him on a pulse-pounding mission to unravel
the secrets of the building's past...before they destroy his entire life.

R

In the real-time high stakes thriller, financial TV host Lee Gates and his producer Patty, are
put in an extreme situation when an irate investor who has lost everything forcefully takes
over their studio. During a tense standoff broadcast to millions on live TV, Lee and Patty
must work furiously against the clock to unravel the mystery behind a conspiracy at the
heart of today's fast-paced, high-tech global markets.

Adrienne Willis is a woman with her life in chaos. She retreats to the small coastal town in
the Outer Banks where she hopes to find tranquility. Upon arrival, a major storm is forecast
and a guest named Dr. Paul Flanner arrives. With the storm closing in, the two turn to each
PG-13 other for comfort, and in one magical weekend, set in motion a life-changing romance.
One year after outwitting the FBI and winning the public's adulation with their Robin Hoodstyle magic spectacles, The Four Horsemen resurface for a comeback performance in hopes
of exposing the unethical practices of a tech magnate. The man behind their vanishing act is
none other than Walter Mabry, a tech prodigy who threatens the Horsemen into pulling off
PG-13 their most impossible heist yet.
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DVD PARANO

TITLE

Katie Featherston,
Paranormal activity Micah Sloat

DVD PARANO 3

Paranormal activity
2
Paranormal activity
3

DVD RUSH 3

Rush hour 3

DVD PARANO 2

CAST

DVD SOME

Some kind of
beautiful

DVD SWORDF

Swordfish

DVD ATEAM

The A-Team

Brian Boland, Katie
Featherston
Chloe Csengery,
Jessica Tyler

RATING

DESCRIPTION

R

Katie and
Micah are a young middle class couple who are engaged to be married. After
Bluray
moving into a suburban 'starter' house in San Diego, California, they begin hearing noises
while trying to sleep. Not knowing if the presence is demonic or not, they attempt
communicating through a Ouija board, angering the spirit further. Now they may never sleep
again, or they may never wake up!

R

Just as Dan and Kristi welcome a newborn baby into their home, a demonic presence begins
terrorizing them, tearing apart their perfect world and turning it into an inescapable
nightmare. Security cameras capture the torment, making every minute horrifyingly real.

In 1988, young sisters Katie and Kristi befriend an invisible entity who resides in their home.
Ready to raise cane in the city of lights, Chief Inspector Lee and Detective Carter get
themselves caught in an explosive battle between French police, the Triad gang, an angry
Jackie Chan, Chris
cabbie and two gorgeous femmes fatales. But, Lee and Carter manage to uncover the secret
Tucker
PG-13 at the heart of the Triad syndicate.
R

Richard is a successful college professor who gives up a steady stream of one-night-stands
and beautiful undergrads for fatherhood with much younger Kate. Three years later when
Kate falls in love with someone else and moves out, she sends her sister, Olivia, to make sure
Jessica Alba, Salma
Richard is properly caring for their son. Assuming Richard is back to his irresponsible playboy
Hayek
R lifestyle, Olivia is shocked when she starts to fall in love with him herself.
A covert counter-terrorist unit called Black Cell, headed by Gabriel, wants the money to help
finance their war against international terrorism, but it's all locked away behind superencryption. He brings in convicted hacker Stanley, who only wants to see his daughter Holly
John Travolta,
again but can't afford the legal fees, to slice into the government mainframes and get the
Hugh Jackman
R money.
Convicted by a military court for a crime they didn't commit, a daring team of former Special
Forces soldiers must utilize their unique talents to break out of prison and tackle their
Liam Neeson,
toughest mission yet. It's going to take guts, split-second timing and an arsenal of explosive
Bradley Cooper
PG-13 weapons, this is a job for The A-Team!
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DVD BODYGU

The bodyguard

DVD DEPART

The departed

DVD HUNTSM
WINTER

The huntsman

DVD HALLMA
RECKON

DVD REWRIT

DVD SKELET

The reckoning

The rewrite

The skeleton key

Rachel Marron is a music/movie superstar at her peak. Fans want to see her, hear her, touch
her. But one wants to kill her. Frank Farmer is a professional who never lets his guard down.
R Each expects to be in charge. What they don't expect is to fall in love.
Undercover cop Billy Costigan is assigned to infiltrate the Irish mob syndicate. Billy quickly
gains the boss's confidence. Colin Sullivan is a criminal who has infiltrated the police
department as an informer for the syndicate. Each man becomes deeply consumed by his
double life. But soon it becomes clear to both the mob and the police that there's a mole in
Leonardo
their midst, Billy and Colin are suddenly thrust into danger. Afraid of being caught and
DiCaprio, Matt
exposed to the enemy, they each must race to uncover the identity of the other man in time
Damon
R to save himself.
As a war between rival queen sisters Ravenna and Freya escalates, Eric and fellow warrior
Chris Hemsworth,
Sara, members of the Huntsmen army raised to protect Freya, try to conceal their forbidden
Charlize Theron
PG-13 love as they combat Ravenna's wicked intentions.
Kevin Costner,
Whitney Houston

Katie Leclerc,
Jacob Blair

Shunned by the township she was raised in, a young Amish woman finds herself enjoying an
affluent life in the secular world and engaged to a successful businessman. When a long lost
love unexpectedly returns from her past with a startling revelation, she is torn between her
newfound modern life and the simplicity of her humble past, and must now choose the life,
TV-G and the man, that wll finally give her peace of mind.

Hugh Grant,
Marisa Tomei

Screenwriter Keith Michaels was once on top of the world. Now he's divorced and broke. So
when a university in the quiet town of Binghamton asks him to teach a course in
screenwriting, Keith can't say no. His attitude slowly begins to change once he gets to know
his students, including Holly, a single mom looking to start a new chapter in life.

Kate Hudson,
Gena Rowlands

When Caroline Ellis takes a job as a hospice worker in Louisiana's bayous, she unlocks a
deadly secret involving magic, conjure, and sacrifice that pulls her into a terrifying world of
strange, frightening, and unexplained incidents. The key to escaping may lie in a decrepit
PG-13 attic, but if she dares to believe in what she discovers, everything she fears will become real.
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CIA agent Jack Ryan finds himself in a race against time to stop terrorists who plan to ignite a
PG-13 war between the U.S. and Russia by detonating a nuclear bomb at the Super Bowl game.
Based on Agathe von Trapp's Memories Before and After the Sound of Music, this
Rosemary Harris,
unforgettable movie follows the von Trapp family's incredible journey from the perspective
Matthew
of Agathe, the eldest daughter. But despite the struggles through the dark times, there was
DVD VON
The von Trapp family MacFadyen
always the saving grace of music.
A faded photograph leads powerful attorney Natalie to the secrets of her late father's past.
Melissa Gilbert,
She takes to the countryside, where horses run free, true love really exists, and Natalie
DVD HALLMA THICKE Thicker than water Brian Wimmer
discovers her own past and an enlightened future.
Michael Dorsey is an out-of-work actor who makes himself up as a woman to get a job.
When his girlfriend, Sandy, fails an audition for a soap opera, Michael dresses up as Dorothy
Dustin Hoffman,
Michaels and lands the part. All goes well until Dorothy falls in love with beautiful co-star,
DVD TOOTSI
Tootsie
Jessica Lange
PG Julie, and Julie's father, Les, falls for Dorothy.
Joan Allen, Kevin
After her husband disappears, a woman and her children's lives are touched by the
DVD UPSIDE
Upside of anger
Costner
appearance of a former baseball star who befriends them.
Recently widowed-- and desperate to escape her oppressive, upper-class English in-laws-free spirited Lilia Herriton finds refuge in the ancient landscapes of rural Italy. There, she
impulsively marries the handsome Gino Carella. But when a child is born, tragedy strikes, and
Where angels fear to Helena BonhamLilia's scandalized relatives embark on a plot to bring her young son to England for a proper
DVD WHERE
tread
Carter, Judy Davis
PG upbringing.
DVD SUM

Ben Affleck,
The sum of all fears Morgan Freeman

Non-fiction DVD

DVD 248.4 BAT

DVD B SIMPSO
ORENTH OJ

Battlefield of the
mind

O.J.

Hosted by Joyce
Meyer

Bestselling author Joyce Meyer teaches viewers how to overcome negative thoughts and
become responsible for their own joy. Joyce asks tough questions about looking in the
mirror, taking inventory, thinking less and thanking more.

O. J. Simpson.

An essential examination of the rise and fall of Orenthal James Simpson, and parallels
between his incredible story with that of race in America. This critically-acclaimed
documentary series reveals how he first became a football star, why America fell in love with
him off the field, what happened in the trial for his ex-wife's murder, and finally, why he is
now sitting in jail for another crime 20 years later.
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